
When was the last time you  
looked deeply and courageously  

into your company’s  
extraordinary uniqueness? 

MAPP360© 

You may not achieve what’s impossible, but you can go beyond expectations  
by offering what makes your business truly exceptional. 

 



 Highly differentiated marketing messages. 

 Product and company differentiation.  

 Confidently arm your sales people. 

 Align people to collaborate and bring 

        meaningful solutions. 

 Create your true differentiated story. 

 Define your product’s extraordinary  

       competence that few others can master. 

 Support customer cost benefit with the unique  

“magic” your product provides. 

The MAPP© 360 —actionable improvements for example: 

 
Hello, it’s me. Remember me? 
Your product. I see you are  
all busy with improvement 
programs. But I admit I’m a bit 
put out. I know there’s other 
products out there claiming to do what I do, 
supposedly as good as I do. But that simply 
isn’t true.  
 
In fact, I heard our VP of Marketing actually 
say that one of our customers is buying what 
they think is the equivalent of me, from our 
competitor. Can someone hand me a Tums, 
how awful is that?  
 
I’m bragging here, yes! I’m superior to every 
product in my category and worth a higher 
price on every level. I’m really upset that I am 
being described in a way that makes me come 
across as a commodity out there. Where’s my 
amazing story with the intellectual and emo-
tional appeals, authenticity; my uniqueness? 

 

It’s illogical! We’re spending on 
research, engineering, sales, 
equipment and all of it.  

Where’s my benefit, from all that 
LEAN and Kanban and self-

improvement? When was the last time you 
all sat down to assess what you created me 
to offer out there, and how to communicate 
it powerfully?  

I see marketing messages about me out 
there and I wonder, who are they talking 
about? Am I living in a sequel to the Body 
Snatchers movie?  

I’m your product, the external delivery of 
every sales and marketing promise you 
make. 

Well,  that was quite a rant and I don’t mean 
to be harsh or insulting. I’m calling for help to 
get back on a pedestal where I belong and so 
do you. 

Think of all the time and money invested in LEAN and continuous improvement in the manufacturing  
and R&D areas. These benefits don’t often get up to the business side of the organization.  

 

 
If Your Product Could Talk To You! 



   MAPP 360©       Marketing Analysis Profile Process 

A proprietary Socratic method to uncover your company’s unique product value difference 
and the opportunities you may be missing.  Goes to the core to uncover the real “magic” you offer. 

The MAPP360© delivers internal and external  
marketing results at high velocity. 

The reason your company exists; the purpose of 
what every person in every department does, is to 
create a product that uniquely addresses the 
problems of customers. 
 
It’s your big idea, your special magic that no oth-
ers can deliver. But it’s not your product alone,  
it’s a total experience. It’s more than the tangible 
existence that’s provided to the customer.  That 
experience itself has value.  

It’s really the accumulation of value from incep-
tion to manufacturing to application that makes 
the product what it is.  
 
It’s a complexity of tangible and intangible ele-
ments that makes it work like no other, and  
distinguishes your product from a “commodity.” 
 
How well is your product’s marketing message 
shepherding that magic, that uniqueness in a 
story they can’t put down? 

MAPP© 360 works with a group of people to uncover,  
rediscover, renew and reset the authentic value difference  
(the Magic) that your product uniquely offers.  
 
The process is forensic as in the original Latin: “In Open 
Court.”  You gain a 360 degree view to create new market  
opportunities at high velocity. 

The result is a lift of the product message that supports price point and positioning and much more. 
What makes the MAPP 360 work is the alignment of the diversity of people working the process rather 
than a few isolated people as is typical.  

 

The sessions are intense and geared to high velocity transformation. There’s a great deal of hype out 
there about transformation. Transformation is not some mystic thing, it’s a deep and significant  

change, after which, your understanding of business has dramatically shifted. This is precisely what the 
MAPP 360© achieves with a product, family of products, or services. 



The MAPP 360 ©  is very likely to be one of the most effective, high velocity  

Business improvement experiences your company will ever apply. 

Prospects don’t have the time or 
interest in figuring out why they should 
do business with us. That’s what our 
marketing messages should be doing! 

Here are a few, but critical concerns I hear from sales and marketing  
executives, business owners and senior level professionals over  

years of interviewing , now some 225 to date. 

We need to get prospects to 
pay more attention to our 
products. 

How do we stay at top 
of mind with buyers? 

We have great products 
but aren't getting great 
sales. 

We deserve to have higher  
sales, so what is hindering us? 

I don’t think our sales people are 
truly confident out there, and I 
know it's hurting us, and them. 

We look like every other  
company out there. 

Prospects don’t understand 
how significantly our products 
can help them; they don’t view 
what we offer as different than 
the competition. 

Some customers are 
buying products we sell 
from competitors. 

You could place our logo on a com-
petitor’s marketing stuff and no one 
would notice. I’m only half joking. 

We need to get our distributors 
to pay more attention to our 
products/services. 

We are too competitor obsessed  
instead of being obsessed with  
customers. 

If our product is so good, why aren’t we 
focused on value proposition selling? * 

* CRM data coming from B2B organizations  shows that when value proposition selling is adopted there’s a 5-15% higher 
win rate and 5-25% higher price outcomes. 

Our product story isn’t being told in a 
compelling way. 



MAPP©360 

You hold a passion for marketing your products and winning! 
 
Discussing websites, ads, and social media is fine, but don’t you really want to move what you offer to 
the head of the line out there? 
 
What do you want to achieve with marketing   
initiatives? 
 
Remember, what makes your business different  
is what makes it so valuable! 
 
Do you have a product that should stand out,  
but doesn’t right now? 

 
 
So, where is your product  
when the prospect is looking? 

 
 
 
 

Surveys and my own experience show that when  
business professionals were asked what problems  
their products solve—you receive a jumbled list of  
features and capabilities instead of a crisp, clean  
compelling answer that’s persuasive.  
 
Together we will develop a truly differentiated story, one that conveys your authentic magic!  And we 
will do so in compelling stories to attract the right customers. Creativity Maters. Creativity Sells! 

A Business Life Changing Process  

I specialize at de-commoditizing  
products and services. 

Other practical MAPP© 360 benefits: 
 
Additional benefits of defining your extraordinary value sets your company apart in the eyes of 
your employees. “Commitment” is powerful when good people understand the company’s  
outstanding value,  take pride in it and are aligned to get there. Your product story must work in 
the marketplace and within the ranks of your business. The MAPP 360 achieves that. 

A Quick Personal Note 
 
I worked with a client that refurbished nu-
clear imaging systems for cardiology. I had 
the opportunity to interview Dr. Daniel 
Amen, noted psychiatrist, brain researcher, 
author and host of several PBS specials on 
the brain.  
   He pioneered using imaging in the treat-
ment of the brain. He said something in the 
interview for which he received much push 
back from colleagues. “Psychiatrists are the 
only physicians that never see the organ 
they treat. They are too engrained in “couch 
time.”  
   It’s the same approach is a reality in many 
companies.  They remain in “couch time” 
mentality rather than deep scans of their 
product’s exceptional value. 



A business operating in a clarified purpose, coming out of a MAPP 360, will drive business  
opportunities by conveying what makes it exceptional and a worthwhile value. 

Contact me for more clarification and  how the MAPP can be tailored to your business  
opportunities.  Al Pirozzoli   203.232.5527    pirozzolimarketing@gmail.com 

Mapping out or, dissecting —when all the uniqueness and  
capabilities and key functions fit together, your product stands 
out in the market and wins position and sales.  

Dissecting frogs. 
 
Will Huntsberry, on PBS ‘ All Things Considered spoke on the topic of dissecting 
frogs, and presented this quick scenario of his students in the lab. 
 
   “I don't want to cut open no animal," says a student in a lab smock,  
     plastic goggles and rubber gloves. “I'm gonna throw up on it.”  
 
Like many classmates, he doesn't want to touch, much less splay open this  
formaldehyde-laced frog and pick out its dark, stringy organs. 
 
The teacher then asks the students,  
    “Are we really interested in how frogs’ bodies work? “ 
 
He pushed a bit more, “Have we been studying frogs?”  
 
He holds a beat then adds, “No. What have we been studying?  
Answer: Humans. Because the organ layout is similar to ours.” 
 
Dissection is vital. There's something visceral and important about seeing the real 
thing. What does this particular organ feel like? How flexible is it? Is it compressible? 
 
This lab scene gives you a basic example of how the MAPP 360 functions.  We apply 
this process to dissect, not only the product, but everything that relates to its  
potential success, thus the suffix: “360.”  

Do you ever think back about what you were reaching for? 
Every business has a destiny! 
 
It’s still there.  
    Waiting! 



Every purchase goes through A.I.C.P. Yet, it has been undervalued. Your sales and marketing 
strategies are minimized unless they support A.I.C.P. 
 
Awareness.  Buyers seek solutions. You have to make buyers aware of your unique solution 
with consistency. This is how you begin connecting your solutions with buyers. 
 
Interest.  Convey consistent, compelling messages to create attention and alignment so 
buyers want to learn more about you. 
 
Consideration. 
The buyer moves into the Consideration phase which supports closing in on the Purchase. 
Hopefully your company remained in the buyer's A.I.C.P process flow, otherwise you’ve  
remained invisible. 
 
Purchase. 
The sales transaction is closed. You became the buyer’s only logical solution. What a great 
way to do business. Buyers very rarely purchase on the spot—they go through the A.I.C.P.  
process, and you must stay with them throughout. 

A. I .C. P.  The most valuable letters ever! 

Buyers rarely purchase quickly, and if they are in a company functioning with procurement and  
purchasing, the sales cycle is more complicated and takes time. This is why A.I.C.P. is critical to you. 
 
Keep in mind that your value difference must be supported by staying with the prospect through  
all the stages. Most companies quit far too early.  
 
They invest a bit in the A or the I and fall off the prospect’s radar screen at the critical points.  
Others try to get in at the C and P stage, but too late. The A.I.C.P. process is powerful when in concert  
with continued value-based messages that build top of mind and positive familiarity. 
  

Where is the buyer in the process?  
Are you along side?  
Have you lost visibility?  
Are you invisible at Purchase? 



Connecting to the customer 

Differentiated marketing clarifies how your offerings provide greater worth to customers than  
competing companies can. 
 
“Your price is too high…” May well mean the marketing message you offer doesn't justify  
the selling price. 
 
Your positioning must help customers conclude that you are the only logical choice for them.   

This is what your prospect sees when you send commodity messages: 
We Care.    Great Service. 

We’re Honest.    Customer First. 
We Offer Quality.    In Business 100 years! 

Differentiated Marketing Messages Will 
Open Eyes and Attract Prospects to You. 

It’s Amazing. 

I talk with business professionals who convey passionate and meaningful information about how their 

products help customers.  

 

They are passionate. They are animated. They are sold out on what their products actually do to solve 

customer problems. They talk in rich detail. They tell me stories of solving problems for customers. 

 
POOF—All Gone. Up in smoke! 

 
When I review their websites, social and marketing materials, not one word of that  
passion, excitement and benefit is conveyed. There’s no story, no passion, no value  
difference. The magic is not presented. Only lists of information and lots of platitudes.   
Opportunities to create profitable sales are missed. 

 

MAPP 360: Marketing messages and positioning:  

-Pre-condition prospects to your value difference. 

-Better support price point. 

-Gives your sales team tremendous confidence and clarity. 

-Helps create better sales opportunities. 

-Benefit from solid customer relationships. 

-Your people become energized knowing they are in the lead. 



Based on YouTube, Cloud, Social Networks, Websites and others, you’d think marketing is 
now all about Technology.  
 
Get lost in that belief and you can miss connecting to buyers.  
It’s not technology that reaches them; it’s the value message differentiation that aligns 
with them—that’s what makes technology effective for you. 
 

A marketing lesson, brought to you by the Klingons. 
 
Star Trek’s Captain Jean-Luc Picard often battled with Klingons. Their  
cloaking technology made their ship invisible. Cloaking is the antithesis of 
what your business wants. But without differentiated messages to engage 
your audience, you are invisible.  
 
The Klingons wanted to be invisible. You don’t! 
 
Technology alone doesn’t get you on the buyer’s radar screen, your message difference 
does. The onslaught of daily messages is a merciless cacophony. You need more than tech-
nology filled with commodity messages to get through.  
 
Undifferentiated messages are ignored by buyers. 
 
Technology itself can never make a commodity message attractive to buyers. The greater 
the technological assault of undifferentiated messages, the more it becomes invisible.  
 
Technology might reach buyers, but it doesn’t mean it will connect with them. That should 
be keeping you up at night. 
 
 

Out of sight, out of mind is a sales disaster! 

If this image doesn’t upset you, it should! 
Cut this out and keep it on your desk. It will keep you motivated. 

Commodity marketing messages keep you invisible. 



The MAPP 360 is conducted by facilitating a group 
of people in structured sessions. It’s challenging, 
fast-paced but rich in detail, pinpointing untapped 
issues and opportunities. Identifying and building 
the distinctive capabilities that are at the heart of  
 

your company’s product: the real magic you offer 
customers. MAPP the truth about your product, 
and better present a story that is convincing with 
undisputed proof. 
 

- People working with purpose.                  -  People overcoming limitations. 

- People transforming opportunities.         - People making decisions that work. 

- People engaged in leadership.                  - People leading with confident integrity. 

 
The MAPP helps overcome barriers, limiting beliefs, and plateaus to achieve the  
business performance leaders seek.  

If we can lift a 200 ton aircraft into the sky,  

surely we can lift your product up to be spectacular. 

There’s a great deal of value in working with someone unbiased, who can come along side 
and assist your organization in achieving the sales goals you know your business should be 
enjoying. I’m incredibly excited about what the MAPP 360, combined with engaged people 
who want greater success can accomplish. 
 
 Great marketing achievements are engaged by: 

Through internal and external marketing consulting and the MAPP 360 application, I support  
leaders in defining their true product value message to create positive change and fortify  
sales opportunities.  
 
External marketing— 
is what your business promises to the world through your unique differentiation.  
 
Internal marketing—  
is how you and your people ensure delivery on those external promises.  
 
Unfortunately the latter is often completely overlooked. And yet, everything a business does 
is about marketing and people and their extraordinary uniqueness.   



Al Pirozzoli   203-232-5527  pirozzoli.us   pirozzolimarketing@gmail,com 

I work with  CEOs, entrepreneurs, executives, directors, managers, teams and start-ups.  
I have also taught the MAPP 360 to ad agencies and marketing firms (Train the trainer).  
 
The clients I seek have already tasted success, but know there’s more to achieve. They are 
driven to make a difference through their people, products, services and talents. I can say 
confidently that I know your world!  I built three companies; two from scratch. I’ve had to 
pay salaries and keep sales coming in.  
 
I also worked as an executive in a Fortune 200 publicly held company, as an internal con-
sultant, directly for the CEO, and I’ve worked as a solo act. I’m familiar with all the “mind 
combat” and what works.   
 
Here are some of the ways we can work together, and this applies even if you have a  
marketing firm, because they can’t do it all, and they don’t know it all.  Don’t lock  
yourself into one mindset!  

• Implement the MAPP 360 

• Teach you to apply the MAPP© Socratic method:   

          Train the Trainer. 

• Define your true differentiated value message. 

• Create customer value benefit. 

• Revitalize existing products.  

• Support your efforts in A.I.C.P. 

• Help your people into alignment. 

• Leadership enhancement. 

• Engage teams. 

• One on one coaching. 

• Creative strategy and writing. 

My involvement is coaching a business for: 

Unless your salespeople have one of these in their desk drawer, they 
need compelling, differentiated, marketing messages to set  
them apart! So, MAPP your success now. 

The MAPP 360© is not a SWOT exercise. It’s a resolute, clear-minded focus on  
the elements that capture your real “Magic.” 

The MAPP© 360 achieves results with: 
 

 - A single product or a family of products/services. 
- Positioning of your company. 

- Building effective teams in alignment. 



Al Pirozzoli  

203.232.5527 

pirozzolimarketing@gmail.com 

© Copyright USA Pirozzoli&Williams.   

      -
The Mead National Design Award 
      -International Hermes Creative Award  

If you have a company that should stand out, 

               don’t let it blend in with all the others out there!  

 

Create a MAPP for greater success. 

Design Award 

-International John Caples Award  
   -Seven International Telly Awards 

Hire experience.  
 

Get results, not a 40 page report 
about what you’re doing wrong. 


